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CONVENTIONAL SIGNS AND SYMBOLS

Maps are used for recording and showing a variety of information,such as political
boundaries,relief features,climatic conditions,distribution of resources,population,means
of transport,social and cultural features,cities and towns etc.

There is not enough space on a map to show the actual size and shape of features such as
mountains,peaks,rivers,lakes,bridges,dams etc.However a map without a hear features will
be less informative.Thus,different colours,signs,symbols and lettering s are used to present
the information on the map.To understand the information given on a map,it is necessary
to learn and follow the signs and symbols keep the map clean and thus,makes it easy to
read.

There is an agreement among many countries of the whole about the common use of
signs,symbols and colours.

For example,blue is always used to show water bodies and green is used for the plains and
these symbols are called conventional signs and symbols.

The information shown on a map can only be read and understood by those who know its
language,which includes features like scale,directions,colours,signs and symbols.



SKETCH

Diagram which is drawn without measuring the distance between the various places is
called a sketch.

Thus sketch is a rough map with outlines,drawn without a scale and also without the
proper use of signs and symbols.

PLAN

An accurate map is called a layout plan.

It will show the length and bread each room in the house,the height of windows and doors
etc.Such an accurate map of a very small are,which shows even the minor details is called
a plan.A plan is always drawn according to scale.

The scale of a plan is different from that of a map.Generally,a map represents a large
area.So it is drawn on a small scale.

To sum up we can say;

 Amap shows either a large area without details or a small area in detail.

 A plan shows a very small area in great detail.

 A sketch is a rough diagram drawn without a scale.


